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Abstract: Using a model-based approach, this paper reexamines the measurement of entrepreneurial activity at the national level. Our contribution centres on two main aspects. First, our study allows for the measurement of the likelihood of entrepreneurial behaviour, or entrepreneurial propensity. Second, utilising the social network theory, we introduce the social entrepreneurial environment as a key indicator of the likelihood of entrepreneurial activity.
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1 Introduction

Measuring the amount and impact of new venture creation and entrepreneurial activity within and across different societies has been an important concern within the entrepreneurship literature (Acs and Storey, 2004; Carree et al., 2002; Reynolds et al., 1999). Many scholars have argued that there is a link between entrepreneurial activity and economic development (OECD, 1998; Verheul et al., 2002), but the measurement of such a link needs to be based on an appropriate criteria.

Scholars are faced with particular difficulties when it comes to cross-country comparisons regarding entrepreneurial activity. Until recently, international entrepreneurship research has fallen short in terms of ensuring sample, instrument and data collection equivalence across–countries (Coviello and Jones, 2004), seriously limiting the validity of research findings. A new and important tool for examining entrepreneurial activity across countries is the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) project, which aims at assessing the proportion of the adult population in various countries that are involved in business start-ups at a given point in time. GEM represents a unique attempt to both provide homogeneous cross-country measures of entrepreneurial activity and ascertain the relationship between entrepreneurship and economic development. But even though there is consensus about its importance, entrepreneurship scholars are yet to agree about the appropriateness of the measure used in this project in order to assess and compare entrepreneurial activity within and across countries.

Our contribution centres on two main aspects. First, our study allows for the measurement of the likelihood of entrepreneurial behaviour. Different from prior measures of entrepreneurial activity, where individuals are or not considered entrepreneurs, we argue theoretically and analyse empirically the notion of levels
and likelihood of entrepreneurial behaviour. Rather than classifying individuals as entrepreneurs or non-entrepreneurs, we adopt a more dynamic view of the phenomenon by letting individuals differ in their propensity to engage in entrepreneurial activities. In doing so, we argue for examining differences over time within countries, as well as across countries.

Second, utilising the social network theory approach, we introduce the social entrepreneurial environment as a key indicator of likelihood of entrepreneurial activity. We contend that the level of an individual’s entrepreneurial activity is affected by the social context in which that activity occurs. This context is not uniform and its effects vary because of factors such as social networks, education, gender, etc. As a result, an entrepreneur’s personal social network is treated here as a random variable that changes from individual to individual.

The core of our proposed theoretical model lies in the use of two latent continuous variables: the first one reflects an individual’s entrepreneurial propensity, that is, his likelihood of engaging in venture creation. The second dimension reflects the individual’s social entrepreneurial environment, and captures the elements of a person’s adjacent environment that may affect his entrepreneurial propensity. We argue that this measure should be built into the analysis of entrepreneurial activity, and should help provide a strong indicator of the pervasive effects of entrepreneurship.

The purpose of the paper is to propose a new approach to measuring entrepreneurship, one that is complementary to the approaches that have been used recently in cross-country comparisons. Our hypotheses will be tested using data available from the GEM project for comparing entrepreneurship levels across countries. Whilst we recognise the contribution of prior studies measuring entrepreneurial activity (such as the GEM project) as a means of gaining insights into the dynamics of entrepreneurship, we seek to provide a new model of entrepreneurship that, in conjunction with existing measures, will help us reach a more consistent and comprehensive view of the variation of the entrepreneurial phenomena within and across countries.

2 The measurement of entrepreneurial activity

While most scholars concur on the need to measure entrepreneurial activity, there is no consensus on how to do it or on the adequacy of previous and current measures (Davidsson, 2004; Dennis, 1997; Dennis, 1999; Gartner and Shane, 1995; Williams, 1993). There are several reasons for this lack of scholarly agreement. First, the extant literature on entrepreneurship has proposed a broad array of different definitions of this phenomenon (Gartner, 1990; Hébert and Link, 1989; Van Praag, 1999; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). Entrepreneurship is indeed a multidimensional concept, which, depending on the focus of the research and the theoretical perspective adopted, can address very distinct social realities (Bruyat and Julien, 2000; Davidsson, 2004; Verheul et al., 2002).

This diversity of definitions has, in turn, significant implications for the measurement of entrepreneurship levels (Reynolds, 1992a). For instance, final counts can vary depending on the view adopted by researchers to determine who is an entrepreneur; in particular, whether a firm started for the purpose of self-employment is to be included in the measure of entrepreneurship or whether the baseline for inclusion is only value creation and the expectation of future growth.
Second, the measurement of entrepreneurial activity in a country depends on the level of analysis chosen by the researcher. In their review of longitudinal studies on entrepreneurship, Gartner and Shane (1995) identified two types of research: research focusing on individual level activity (e.g., self-employment) and that mostly concerned with firm-level activity (e.g., organisation creation). However, both approaches present inherent shortcomings; measures focusing on individuals not only ignore firms but might also undercount some specific kinds of entrepreneurs (e.g., self-employed who hire employees). By contrast, firm creation measures often fail to capture businesses started as proprietorships or partnerships.

A third issue raised by researchers deals with the methodological approaches used to measure entrepreneurial activity. Scholars have expressed concerns regarding the undercounting of new firm entries and exits in the market, and the effect of this undercounting on the assessment of the impact of entrepreneurial activity (Bates, 2005; Birley, 1984; Davidsson, 2004; Dennis, 1997; Dennis, 1999; Williams, 1993). Moreover, many of the databases used by entrepreneurship scholars have been designed for purposes other than the study of entrepreneurship, making them a less than suitable tool for gauging the phenomenon from an academic point of view.

Applied to cross-country comparisons, the measurement issues associated with entrepreneurship become even more problematic and the researcher is faced with additional difficulties. On the one hand, the absence of universally agreed upon indicators makes it particularly difficult to provide meaningful and reliable comparisons of the level entrepreneurship across nations (OECD, 1998). Country levels of venture creation can indeed be determined by a wide spectrum of factors, the importance of which varies according to “the disciplinary approach, the level of analysis, the discrimination between demand and supply factors and a distinction between influences on the actual and equilibrium rate of entrepreneurship” (Verheul et al., 2002, p.7).

On the other hand, levels of entrepreneurial activity in a country can be affected by contextual issues such as the existence of a supportive or hostile macro- or microenvironment for venture creation. This argument is consistent with Gartner and Shane’s (1995) claim that measures of entrepreneurial rates need to reflect both a longer time frame and some kind of measure of the effect of the environment.

2.1 Measuring entrepreneurial activity in the GEM project

The GEM project constitutes an important research tool that can allow entrepreneurship scholars to address the issues related to the measurement of entrepreneurial activity across countries. However, operationalising and implementing the measures used in this project is not ideal and, like any other measure, can be improved. Moreover, the GEM provides a very rich database that has not been fully exploited and we believe that our study can help to present this data in a way that is more respectful of the complex entrepreneurial realities.

One of the better known outcomes of the GEM project is an estimate of a nation’s entrepreneurial activity, the Total Entrepreneurship Activity (TEA) index, which is designed to overcome a number of concerns raised in prior research about the measurement of entrepreneurship. Heeding the advice of Gartner and Shane (1995), it is a yearly ongoing measure designed to capture entrepreneurial activity and its effects over time. Trying to meet the challenge of obtaining a representative sample of on going, independent start-up processes and, therefore, addressing the concerns of Dennis (1997),
Williams (1993) and Birley (1984), the GEM project is also based on a very large random sample of adult individuals. These individuals are presented with three focal screening questions aimed at identifying those in the process of creating a venture:

q1 whether the individual is currently involved in a start-up (indication of being nascent entrepreneur)
q2 whether their current job involves a start-up (nascent intrapreneur)
q3 whether the individual is the owner/manager of a new business (owner/manager).

Individuals who identify themselves as nascent entrepreneurs/nascent intrapreneurs/or, owners/managers of a new firm, are directed to a longer interview where they are asked specific questions about themselves and their firms. Therefore, the resulting TEA index has the advantage of addressing the issue of levels of analysis raised by Gartner and Shane (1995), because it allows for the capture of individual self-employment as well as new firm creation.

Despite its increasing recognition, the GEM project is still striving to reach full scholarly recognition with respect to its TEA index being a reliable tool for measuring entrepreneurship across countries (Hindle, 2005). We believe that one possible way to diminish researchers’ reticence to make the most of the GEM data is by enhancing the measure of entrepreneurship levels for each country. Therefore, a contribution of this paper is a reexamination of the way entrepreneurial activity is measured using the existing GEM data.

3 Theoretical background

In this study we propose an alternative model-based approach to measuring and comparing entrepreneurial activity within and across countries – one that introduces two main modifications to the traditional ones used in measuring the extent of entrepreneurial activity in a country.

Firstly, rather than viewing entrepreneurial activity as an either/or proposition, that is, individuals either are or not entrepreneurs, we introduce the notion of a likelihood for entrepreneurial behaviour. In doing so, our model creates an index that is a continuous variable that allows individuals to vary in their propensity to undertake entrepreneurial activities.

Secondly, and drawing upon the social network theory, we base our model on the assumption that entrepreneurial activity is affected by the social context in which that activity occurs, so that a measure of the entrepreneur’s personal network, in combination with a measure of its propensity to undertake an entrepreneurial activity, provides a richer measure of the impact and strength of entrepreneurial behaviour in specific countries. Whereas the measurement of direct entrepreneurial activity is important, we believe that it is incomplete without an examination of the entrepreneurial social environment and its impact on the likelihood of venture creation.

3.1 Measuring a country’s entrepreneurial propensity

Following Gartner’s (1989) view that ‘who is an entrepreneur?’ is the wrong question, we similarly argue that ‘how many entrepreneurs there are in a country?’ or ‘which country has the highest rate of entrepreneurs?’ is an incomplete enquiry (Hindle, 2005)
and should be replaced with an assessment of a country’s relative propensity for entrepreneurship. Assuming that entrepreneurs ‘are not a well-defined population but a hazy and moving target’ (Davidsson, 2004), we believe that researchers should be cautious when comparing the level of nascent entrepreneurial activity across countries and should qualify the TEA index with a measure that captures a country’s actual and future entrepreneurial potential.

The TEA national index is computed as the proportion of respondents classified as nascent entrepreneurs in a representative national sample. Each individual in the sample is classified as either an entrepreneur or non-entrepreneur based on his or her responses to the questions $q1$ to $q3$ in the GEM survey. We argue that the use of this classification overlooks an essential dimension of the entrepreneurship phenomenon, that is, individuals can show a varying propensity or degree of entrepreneurship.

The concept of ‘degrees of entrepreneurship’ was first introduced by Cooper and Dunkelberg (1986) to illustrate how the different ways of becoming a business owner exhibited different levels of entrepreneurial intensity. Several scholars took over this notion to explore individual-level (Tay, 1998), as well as organisational-level variations (Schafer, 1990) in entrepreneurial inclination. More recently, Davidsson (2004) built on this idea and stressed the importance of studying “Why, when and how do individuals, organizations, regions, industries, culture, nations (or other units of analysis) differ in their propensity for the discovery and exploitation of new venture ideas” (Davidsson, 2004, p.29). Following this reasoning, we present an alternative to the TEA measure based on the proposition that entrepreneurial behaviour should be measured on a continuum. Specifically, we claim that rather than treating entrepreneurship as a dichotomous variable, it seems more legitimate to consider that some economic actors show a greater propensity for entrepreneurship than others.

$$H1a \quad \text{Individuals’ propensity for entrepreneurial activity is a latent continuous variable with multiple possible indicators.}$$

$$H1b \quad \text{Particular instances of entrepreneurial activity (such as being involved in a start-up) are linked to individuals’ propensity for entrepreneurial activity via a threshold relationship.}$$

3.2 The role of the entrepreneur’s social network

Research in sociology suggests that positions in a social structure influence the attitudes, behaviours and outcomes of the actors occupying those positions (Granovetter, 1985). In the field of entrepreneurship, social influence is studied by looking at interorganisational networks and the entrepreneur’s personal network. Our study draws on this second theoretical construct and studies its impact on the incidence of venture creation. We adopt Gilmore and Carson’s (1999, p.31) definition of a network as: “A collection of individuals who may or may not be known to each other and who, in some way contribute something to the entrepreneur, either passively, reactively or proactively whether specifically elicited or not.” The most prevalent tenet in personal network-based entrepreneurship studies is that persons involved in pro-entrepreneurship networks are more likely to engage in entrepreneurship (Aldrich and Zimmer, 1986). If we think of ideas, knowledge and capital as the main components entrepreneurs must
assemble in firm creation, social relations provide the connections required to unite these ingredients. Social relations shape information flows allowing for the identification of promising opportunities, and trace the ties through which capital flows, helping entrepreneurs to overcome obstacles to resource mobilisation.

Although there have been few attempts to link micro social structures empirically to the incidence of entrepreneurial activity, sociology scholars repeatedly insist that personal links have a direct impact on an individual’s decision to launch a new venture (Stuart and Sorenson, 2004). Some have also argued that traditional approaches to research on international entrepreneurship have neglected the relational nature of the entrepreneurial process, overemphasising deterministic models based on national culture (Aldrich and Zimmer, 1986).

The personal social network construct is particularly useful in studying countries’ entrepreneurial propensity as an aggregate of the individuals’ odds of engaging in entrepreneurship. We believe that this approach provides several advantages over others in explaining the creation of new firms. These advantages include:

- the integration of the environmental context
- its dynamic perspective
- its ability to explain why some individuals start firms while others do not (Aldrich and Zimmer, 1986; Johannisson, 1987; O’Donnell et al., 2001).

Based on GEM data, our study introduces three types of variables that reflect the extent of an individual’s inclusion in an entrepreneurial social network:

*Knowing an entrepreneur* is one of the most obvious drivers of an individual’s familiarity with and inclination towards an entrepreneurial career. As stated above, entrepreneurs need to establish connections in order to identify an opportunities and assemble the resources needed to begin operations. At some point before or during this process, entrepreneurs might be influenced by relations with socialising agents who motivate and help them to start their ventures.

*Business angel activity* is not only a direct manifestation of entrepreneurial endeavours; it is also proof of a person’s privileged position in an entrepreneurial network. As Stuart and Sorenson (2004) stated:

“One reason why social networks shape the entrepreneurial process so importantly is that they provide the conduits through which private information flows. To the extent that individuals occupy heterogeneous positions in networks, they vary in their access to this information. And to the degree that the recognition of entrepreneurial opportunities hinges on access to private information, differences in network positions can thus explain much of the inter-individual variance in access to the knowledge required to discern attractive opportunities for new ventures.” (p.213)

In this sense, when individuals contribute to entrepreneurial activity as investors, they become part of the entrepreneurial network involved in the venture creation process. Their integration in this particular circle process provides them with continuous feedback and information that is likely to stimulate even more interest in, and knowledge about, the entrepreneurial process.
The perception of good opportunities in one’s region: The geography of entrepreneurial activity is considered by several scholars as a significant implication flowing from the influence of social network structure on opportunity identification and resource mobilisation, giving birth to the popular ‘industrial district thesis’. This perspective can be typified by the idea that:

“Because entrepreneurs utilize the contacts in their social networks to found firms, because individuals’ contact networks concentrate in the region in which they work and live, and because established firms produce many of the resources consumed in new venture creation (tacit knowledge and skilled labour), new firms in an industry tend to arise in the same locations as existing ones.” (Stuart and Sorenson, 2004, p. 221)

Our research builds on this idea and connects it with the above-mentioned argument that a person’s likelihood of engaging in entrepreneurship depends on his privileged position within an entrepreneurial network. Indeed, there are reasonable arguments to assume that the identification of a good opportunity in one’s region reflects, to some extent, the opportunities and constraints that arise from the relations that embed a focal individual in a social circle. The more individuals are embedded in social circles that are favourably disposed towards entrepreneurship, the more good opportunities they will see.

3.3 The relationship between entrepreneurial propensity and social networks

The evidence and arguments from previous research point to the fact that research concentrating only on measuring firm entries understates the extent of entrepreneurial activity and its impact on society. Krueger and Brazeal (1994) argue that:

“Few research studies have conceptualized or measured entrepreneurial potential, though interest in pre-emergence entrepreneurial activity has recently grown […]. However, measures of entrepreneurial potential seem to remain wedded to various ad hoc profiles of personality and demographic characteristics with minimal predictive validity.” (p. 92)

Recognising that entrepreneurial activity does not occur in a vacuum, the authors discussed the importance of developing an ‘entrepreneurial potential’ so that potential entrepreneurs can find suitable conditions to develop their ideas.

Some traditional approaches to entrepreneurship have posited the existence of differing ‘propensities to entrepreneurship’ according to national or cultural origins. Although it is widely recognised that culture and social norms have an indirect effect on entrepreneurial career choices (Davidson, 1995; Verheul et al., 2001; Wennekers et al., 2001), there is a feeling among some researchers that these sociocultural models of entrepreneurship are overly deterministic (Aldrich and Zimmer, 1986).

In this study we build on previous literature and argue the existence of environmental influence that affects an individual’s entrepreneurial propensity. But rather than drawing on overdeterministic models, we turn our attention to the situational conditions under which entrepreneurs undertake venture creation. Specifically, we contend that the social entrepreneurial environment affects the level of entrepreneurial activity and the addition of a model of social network to entrepreneurial activity provides a robust description of the entrepreneurship process. Thus:
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H2 Entrepreneurial activity will be positively affected by the social entrepreneurial environment.

3.3.1 Methods and analysis

For this study we used a sample of 7000 Spanish respondents to the 2003 GEM survey. The sample was obtained through interviews by a survey firm specialised in phone surveys.

While the current TEA index is built around direct measures of an individual’s entrepreneurial activity (independent start-up, current job involves start-up, current owner/manager of business), it does not include other indirect or environmental indicators of activity that also have a real impact on an individual’s entrepreneurial activity. Nevertheless, GEM’s datasets do provide several types of environmental indicators: macro-level measures of a country’s environment for entrepreneurship, expert’s assessment of their country’s entrepreneurial environment and adult individuals’ assessment of their perceived proximate environment.

This third set of variables is of special interest for this paper since it offers the possibility of using responses from a sample of entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs; two groups that show significant differences in their perceptions of the entrepreneurial environment. Moreover, consistent with Dennis (1997) and Aldrich and Waldinger (1990), within the analysis of the environment we concentrate on the examination of environment familiarity and intrapopulation processes, since these variables relate to the proximate entrepreneurial environment of individuals, that is, the elements of the environment that are close to a person, and that may foster her/his propensity to launch a business. This proximate environment is, in our opinion, more likely to influence an individual’s behaviour.

Our model is based on the assumption that an individual’s entrepreneurial activity and proximate environment are latent continuous variables that are related to the observed survey questions through a threshold relationship. We provide an assessment of the goodness of fit of our proposed model, and we propose linear combinations of the GEM indicators that can be used as valid proxies of the latent variables in our model.

Consistent with GEM’s specification of TEA, we used three indicators of direct entrepreneurial activity \( (q_1, q_2, q_3) \) and included three indicators from the GEM survey of the social entrepreneurial environment:

\[
\begin{align*}
q_4 & \quad \text{business angel activity} \\
q_5 & \quad \text{know an entrepreneur} \\
q_6 & \quad \text{good start-up opportunities in your area.}
\end{align*}
\]

An important assumption of this research is that the variables \( q_1-q_3 \) and \( q_4-q_6 \) are proxies for two unobservable (continuous) constructs, entrepreneurial activity, and social entrepreneurial environment, respectively. Table 1 provides the frequencies for the GEM variables used in this study. Five individuals refused to respond to one or more of these variables and were deleted from further analysis. Thus, the effective sample size is 6995 observations.
Table 1  
Frequencies of selected variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q1</td>
<td>Independent start-up?</td>
<td>6708</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>7005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q2</td>
<td>Current job involves a start-up?</td>
<td>6877</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>6995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q3</td>
<td>Owner/manager of a business?</td>
<td>6333</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>661</td>
<td>6995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q4</td>
<td>Business angel in past three years?</td>
<td>6766</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>6995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q5</td>
<td>Know entrepreneur in last two years?</td>
<td>4769</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>2082</td>
<td>6995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q6</td>
<td>Start-up opportunities within next six months?</td>
<td>3097</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td>2318</td>
<td>6995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We hypothesise that a two-factor model underlies an individual’s response to our survey questions as depicted in Figure 1. The first latent variable (factor) corresponds to the individual’s propensity to engage in entrepreneurial activity (EP). This factor has four indicators (q1 to q4). The second latent variable corresponds to the individual’s Social Entrepreneurial Environment (SEE) with three indicators (q4, q5, q6). We also hypothesise that individuals’ entrepreneurial propensities are determined by their social entrepreneurial environment, which is unique for each individual (that is, it changes from individual to individual).

Figure 1  
A two dimensional model of entrepreneurship

Note: *Parameter fixed for identification purposes.

Consistent with this view, we present a model of entrepreneurial propensity and social entrepreneurial environment and argue that there is a relationship between these two dimensions – both determined on the basis of a number of proxy variables. Figure 1 presents our model.

Since the model’s random errors and latent variables are likely to be induced by a large set of specific causes, we assume that the random errors and latent variables are normally distributed. Now, to link this theoretical model to the observed individual responses, we assume a threshold relationship such that for each observed variable:
\[ q_i = \begin{cases} 
\text{No} & \text{if } q_i^* < \tau_{i,1} \\
\text{Don't know} & \text{if } \tau_{i,1} \leq q_i^* \leq \tau_{i,2} \\
\text{Yes} & \text{if } q_i^* > \tau_{i,2} 
\end{cases} \quad (1) \]

where the \( \tau \)'s are thresholds that change from variable to variable, and the \( q_i^* \)'s are propensity scores assumed to underlie each of the observed categorical responses.

Note that we assume that ‘don’t know’ responses provide information about the individuals’ entrepreneurial propensities and social environment. Furthermore, the incorporation of ‘don’t know’ responses into the model leads to a substantial reduction in missing patterns. Had we discarded ‘don’t know’ responses, the effective sample size would be 5313 (a 24% data loss).

We fitted this structural equation model using Mplus (Muthén and Muthén, 2001). The model fits well given the large sample size employed: \( \chi^2 = 15.1 \) on 7 df (\( p = 0.03 \)), RMSEA = 0.01. Table 2 provides the slope parameter estimates for the model in Figure 1 along with their standard errors. Also, Table 3 provides the \( R^2 \) for each of the six variables used.

**Table 2** Parameter estimates and standard errors for the slope parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( b1 )</th>
<th>( b2 )</th>
<th>( b3 )</th>
<th>( b4 )</th>
<th>( b5 )</th>
<th>( b6 )</th>
<th>( b7 )</th>
<th>( b8 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( N = 6995 \).

**Table 3** Proportion of variance accounted for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q1</td>
<td>Independent start-up?</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q2</td>
<td>Current job involves a start-up?</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q3</td>
<td>Owner/manager of a business?</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q4</td>
<td>Business angel in past three years?</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q5</td>
<td>Know entrepreneur in last two years?</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q6</td>
<td>Start-up opportunities within next six months?</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from these tables, the variable worst accounted for by the model is whether there will be good start-up opportunities within the next six months (\( R^2 = 6\% \)). On the other hand, the variable best accounted for by the model is whether the current job involves a start-up (\( R^2 = 90\% \)). The latter is the best indicator of the individuals’ propensity to engage in entrepreneurial activities (see Table 2). On the other hand, the best indicator of the individuals’ business environment is whether they have known an entrepreneur in the last two years. Finally, as we had hypothesised, being a business angel is a weak (although significant) proxy of an individual’s propensity to be involved in entrepreneurial activities.
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Of particular interest is the effect of an individual’s propensity to engage in entrepreneurial activities on his/her social entrepreneurship environment. This effect is significant and strong, $R^2 = 18\%$.

In closing, we have verified that our model for GEM’s measure of entrepreneurship is supported by the data. This model assumes two continuous latent variables as opposed to the TEA’s current binary classification of respondents as either entrepreneurs or non-entrepreneurs. Our model enables researchers to draw powerful statistical inferences regarding the entrepreneurship phenomenon. In our model, the main quantities of interest are the means for the latent variables concerning an individual’s propensity to engage in entrepreneurial activities and an individual’s entrepreneurial environment. Interest lies in investigating how these means change over time within a country and across countries. Furthermore, the model allows for the comparison of thresholds and latent variable slopes over time within a country, and for comparisons across different countries. Finally, and most interestingly, by incorporating additional exogenous variables into our model, such as an individual’s background, country economic variables, and a country’s cultural environment, it is possible to investigate the effects of these background variables on the model’s latent means, thresholds, and latent variable slopes, in a manner similar to multivariate probit analysis (see Muthén, 1979; Browne and Arminger, 1995; Tay, 1998). However, although statistically optimal, the approach advocated here requires considerable statistical expertise. Therefore, in the next section we consider constructing linear combinations of the indicators that can be used as an approximation of our model’s latent variables.

### 3.4 Proxies for the latent variables

Point estimates and standard errors for each individual’s standing on the two latent variables in our model of the level of entrepreneurship can be obtained by integrating the posterior distribution of the latent variables, given their responses to the six indicators considered in this study. We investigate in this section whether suitable proxies for these estimates can be alternatively obtained by the following procedure. We code the responses to the indicators $q_1$ to $q_6$ as ‘No’ = 0, ‘Don’t know’ = 1, and ‘Yes’ = 2. Then we compute:

$$EP = \frac{q_1 + q_2 + q_3 + q_4}{8}$$

$$SEE = \frac{q_4 + q_5 + q_6}{6}$$

Here, $EP$ and $SEE$ are normalised indices (that is, they range between 0 and 1) of an individual’s propensity to engage in entrepreneurial activities and of an individual’s entrepreneurial environment, respectively. To investigate the convergent and discriminant validity of these proxies, we calculated the correlations between these proxies and the point estimates of the latent variables. These are shown in Table 4.

As can be seen in the table, our proposed proxies correlate .90 with the point estimates of our model’s latent variables. Hence, they show high convergent validity and can be used as valid proxies for the latent variables. However, note that the use of proxies underestimates the correlation between entrepreneurial activity and entrepreneurial environment because it does not take into account the unreliability of the proxies. The correlation between the proxies is only 0.22 (see Table 4) whereas the correlation between the latent variables is 0.47 (see b8 in Table 2).
Table 4  Correlations among the TEA, point estimates of the latent variables, and latent variables proxies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TEA</th>
<th>EP</th>
<th>SEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial Activity</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Entrepreneurial Environment</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: All correlations are significant ($\alpha = .01$); entrepreneurship activity and environment are the point estimates of the latent variables; EP and SEE are our proxies of those latent variables.

Most interestingly, the TEA index correlates 0.70 with the proxy of entrepreneurial activity but only 0.10 with the proxy of social entrepreneurial environment. Thus, although based on rather different principles, our measure of economic activity correlates quite highly with the TEA index.

3.4.1 Discussion

The measurement of entrepreneurial activity in different countries is an important concern both for researchers interested in entrepreneurship and for public policy concerns (Birley, 1984; Dennis, 1997; Haswell and Holmes, 1989; Laitinen, 1992; Williams, 1993). In this paper we have reexamined the approach to measuring entrepreneurial activity, introducing the notion of likelihood of entrepreneurial activity. This implies a change in the way entrepreneurship is viewed from one in which a person is or not an entrepreneur to the notion of levels of entrepreneurship in individuals. Moreover, we include and measure the effects of entrepreneurial environment on entrepreneurial activity. We believe these are significant contributions to the examination and measurement of entrepreneurial activity.

One important addition in our measure is that it provides a model-based approach to measuring entrepreneurial activity; one that incorporates an individual’s social entrepreneurial environment in the measure. Network-based arguments clearly have significant potential to enhance our understanding of an individual’s propensity to engage in entrepreneurship. In this sense, our study addresses the concerns of sociology scholars by providing an empirical test and validation of the general assertion that the incidence of entrepreneurial activity hinges on the structure of an individual’s social network. Consistent with these theoretical arguments, our results indicate that an individual’s personal context significantly affects his odds of undertaking direct entrepreneurial activity, and suggest that failing to consider such effect significantly understates the extent of entrepreneurship in a country.

The metrics in this study are also an improvement over previous approaches because they are transparent and result in a propensity score for entrepreneurial activity that is normalised and continuous. This point is a significant departure from prior research in entrepreneurship, and in particular from the GEM’s TEA measure. The use of a classification, as in the TEA, in which individuals are determined to be either entrepreneurs or not entrepreneurs reflects a static approach at the phenomena, whereas
the use of propensity, calculated as a variable ranging from 0 to 1, allows researchers to take a dynamic view of the process and to incorporate the notion of the likelihood of entrepreneurship over time. This, we believe, is a significant contribution, and one that merits rethinking the traditional approaches to examining entrepreneurial activity.

Important also is the introduction of the notion of thresholds in the context of new venture creation. On top of the examination of entrepreneurial activity (in terms of propensity), our model also allows us to examine the thresholds that determine when people start firms. This is a very important point for both research and public policy. From the perspective of research it gets us closer to determining the points that determine the likelihood of new venture creation. Our future examinations in this area will focus in better determining the characteristics of those thresholds.

The research also allows for an analysis of the percentage of the variance accounted for by each element in the model. Our model has a 90% prediction rate for entrepreneurial activity based on whether the current job of the person involves a start-up, and a 32%, 25% and, 18% prediction rate based on whether it involves an independent start-up, an owner/manager of a business or being a business angel, respectively. Consistent with previous evidence, the strongest predictor of entrepreneurial activity is whether the current job of the individual involves a start-up.

As long as we adhere to a dynamic perspective of the entrepreneurship phenomenon and view individuals as having a certain propensity to be entrepreneurs, then we can more effectively make inferences about a country’s comparative strength in entrepreneurship. This approach may not completely resolve the question of how to ideally compare one country’s entrepreneurial activity with another, but it takes a step closer to measuring this difference in a more consistent manner. Moreover, we believe that this approach challenges us to develop research questions, methodologies and techniques that will do justice to the complexity of entrepreneurship (Gartner, 1985; Gartner, 1989). Indeed, we argue that entrepreneurial activity is not a clear-cut reality that can be roughly put down in numbers; rather, entrepreneurship is a potential that people have in certain degrees and that, combined with specific circumstances, can give birth to actual venture creation.

One caveat is important to discuss at this point. It is important to realise that both the TEA and our measures of EP and SEE are simply indices. They do not represent the percentage of actual and potential entrepreneurs. While it is tempting to think about the TEA as percentage of entrepreneurs, and there is evidence that it is sometimes misused as such, the value of these indices lies in the ability to compare across time, and countries and regions rather than provide absolute values of entrepreneurial activity.

Finally, we recognise that the measurement of entrepreneurial activity will always be a contentious matter and it is not our intention to reopen up the debate on a definition of entrepreneurship. Nevertheless, we consider that proposing an alternative and consistent measure for international comparison of entrepreneurship could significantly contribute to the advancement of academic knowledge as well as provide policymakers with useful inputs for designing programmes to enhance the economic welfare of their countries in the context of global competition.
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Notes

1 While we acknowledge that the GEM project would benefit from a substantial rework of the questionnaire currently used, changes in the questionnaire affect the ability for continuous and longitudinal analysis. The improvements proposed in this paper relate to the approach taken in measuring entrepreneurial activity, not to the questionnaire itself.

2 It is important to note that the notion of propensity to entrepreneurship used in this paper is different from a similar concept used by some scholars, which adopts a trait’s approach to defining entrepreneurs and the odds of a person to become an entrepreneur. This is the case, for example, of the ‘entrepreneurial attitude orientation’ construct, which is positioned in the field of sociology (Robinson et al., 1991) used to measures the entrepreneurial attitude along three dimensions: behaviour, belief and emotion. It is, however, interesting to note that Kollmann et al. (2005) consider all these three factors to be connected to the individual’s attitude towards a particular environmental stimulus. Our study establishes the same kind of connection.

3 Although we acknowledge that the idea of entrepreneurial propensity should not be limited to quantitative differences, in this article we will concentrate on this dimension since the GEM explores the qualitative dimension quite effectively. The project uses the distinction between ‘opportunity-based’ and ‘necessity-based’ entrepreneurship to illustrate how nations may have similar start-up rates that represent very different levels of real and profitable entrepreneurial opportunities” (see Acs et al., 2005; Davidsson, 2004; Reynolds et al., 2004).

4 It should be noted here that the perceived opportunity is also used in some models as a measure of an individual’s propensity to entrepreneurship (for example, Parnell et al., 1995). However, these models focus on the individuals’ perceptions to explain behaviour, while our approach stresses the inclusion of the external environment condition, in particular the one immediately related to the individual, as a trigger for entrepreneurial behaviour.

5 Our model is based on the assumption that data in GEM is not missing randomly. Davidsson (2004) expressed concerns about the problem of the GEM relying on “the respondent’s subjective interpretation of what should and should not be counted as ‘now trying to start a business’”. He also claimed that the problem could vary according to cultural differences, noting the example of Germany and Ireland, where a considerable proportion of ‘no’ and ‘don’t know’ answers might occur when the respondent would have liked to say ‘yes’. Following the idea of ‘degrees of entrepreneurship’ stated before, we assume that the pattern observed by the missing data is the following: when the respondent answers ‘don’t know’, he is in fact choosing an intermediate answer between the ‘yes’ and the ‘no’.